
1 Samuel - 12 
 

1. Samuel is now old and gray, but because his sons did not walk in his ways, where 

were they instead of up front with him? v.1 - 2 ____________________________ 

2. Samuel put himself on trial in verses 3 - 5. What does he ask the people, and what 

is their response? ____________________________________________________ 

Why do you think he feels like he needs to ask the people if he has done anything 

wrong? See 1 Samuel 2:12-19 and 1 Samuel 8:1-5. _________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

3. In v. 6 - 11, Samuel turns the tables and puts the Israelites on trial. What acts of 

the Lord does he remind the people of? __________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

4. What charge does Samuel bring against Israel in verses 12–13? _______________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

5. Even though the people have a king now, what do verses 14 and 15 remind them 

that they need to do? ________________________________________________ 

________________________ And why does the king need to do this also? ______ 

6. In Verses 16–18, what miraculous sign does God do in response to Samuels 

prayer? ___________________________________________What is the reaction 

and response of the people in 19-22? ____________________________________ 

7. What does Samuel promise that he will continue to do for the people even 

though he is old? Verses 22-25. _________________________________________ 

8. What does Samuel warn them will happen if they turn away from the Lord 

according to verse 25? ________________________________________________ 
 

True/False 

1. Samuel gets up front and yells at the people for forgetting to root for the 

Cleveland Browns. 

2. The people agreed with Samuel that he had not done anything illegal or 

wrong.  

3. Samuel pointed out that Israel had done wrong by asking for a king because 

they were not trusting in God as their true king.  

4. God will allow them to have a king as long as he is the Burger King.  

5. Samuel showed his love for the people by having everybody over to his 

house for soup and crackers. 

T/F 

 

T/F 

 

T/F 

 

T/F 

T/F  

 


